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Abstract
Astrobiology Graduates in Europe (AbGradE, pronounced ab-grad-ee) is an association of early-career scientists working in fields relevant to astrobiological research. Conceptualized in 2013, it was initially designed as a mini-conference or workshop dedicated to early-career researchers, providing a friendly environment where early-career minds would be able to present their research without being intimidated by the possibility of facing a more traditional audience, composed mainly of senior scientists. Within the last couple of years, AbGradE became the first point of call for European, but also for an increasing number of non-European, early-career astrobiologists. This article aims to present how AbGradE has evolved over the years (in its structure and in its way of organizing events), how it has adapted with the COVID-19 pandemic, and what future developments are considered.
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AbGradE’s first steps

The idea of a European network for early-career astrobiologists (ECAs) was in the heads of many people for years. When EANA, the European Astrobiology Network Association, was founded in 2001 (Brack, 2005), the idea of supporting ECAs was an important point in the organizational structure from the very first moment on. Activities like the Space Factor Contest and the awarding of travel grants for the EANA meetings helped to promote the work of ECAs and gave them a great opportunity to make their first steps in the scientific world. However, the desire for an event only dedicated to and attended by ECAs continuously increased, especially after the positive experiences of several European ECAs at American (AbGradCon – Astrobiology Graduate Conference) and French (EJC – Exobiologie Jeunes Chercheurs) early-career activities. Eventually, in 2013 at the 13th EANA meeting in Szczecin, Poland, a group of motivated ECAs launched such an organization whose main task would be to organize events for ECAs in Europe. Already one year later, the first AbGradE symposium took place in Edinburgh, UK (Samuels et al., 2015). This symposium was also intended as an informal networking event set at the same location of, and just before, the annual conference of EANA. It even led to the production of a reflective piece on the vision of astrobiology from ECAs’ perspective (Noack et al., 2015). From 2014 on, AbGradE organized an event dedicated to ECAs right before every EANA meeting. Over the years, AbGradE also teamed up with other organizations, like the European Astrobiology Campus (EAC), the European Astrobiology Institute (EAI), and the Europlanet Early Career (EPEC) network, as will be detailed later.

Committee

AbGradE is led by an executive committee composed of about 10–20 ECAs at various academic levels (from master students to postdocs) from different, mainly European research institutions. There is no membership in the traditional sense of having people registered to the organization and therefore also no membership fees are collected. The AbGradE committee is run voluntarily.

The committee primarily oversees the entire organization of conferences and workshops, which focus on topics related to astrobiology or the needs of ECAs. Originally unstructured besides one dedicated treasurer, the AbGradE committee quickly obtained a representative seat at the EANA council to give a stronger voice to the point of view of ECAs.

Following the growth of AbGradE and astrobiology as a field in Europe, a formal structure with elected representatives (a president and two vice-presidents), a secretary, a representative at the EANA council, a treasurer, and two persons managing the social media accounts was adopted in 2017. As AbGradE moved towards being independent, additional tasks were added, such as managing the online presence and compiling a quarterly newsletter.

The AbGradE committee currently has 12 active members and 24 former members. So far, each member, past or active, has been active between 1 and 7 years. Members reflect a diverse background, coming from different countries and different institutions, having different scientific backgrounds (to
date, nobody with a humanities background has decided to join the committee) and academic level. New members are co-opted by current committee members. To ensure a certain standard, applicants for the AbGradE committee should already be at a postgraduate level (*i.e.* at least at the end of their Master studies) – to ensure they have a better knowledge of the realities of research – and should have already attended at least one AbGradE meeting in person.

**Meetings**

Even though the AbGradE events were initially focused on the scientific core of astrobiology, they evolved over time to offer more diverse content, thus appealing to a wider audience. Organizing online meetings because of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic helped to reach out to an even more international and diverse audience than AbGradE already had.

**Event format**

Since AbGradE’s inception, the event format varied, alternating conference and workshop every year. As mentioned above, the first event took the form of a symposium where ECAs could present their research. This was complemented with talks from senior keynote speakers. To have a different experience, the second event was conceptualized as a workshop, thus giving participants the possibility to think about the design of different space missions and to explore their ideas. This second event took place at ESTEC (Noordwijk, the Netherlands) and offered the possibility to invite specialists involved in space missions. These specialists served as mentors for the different groups during the workshop. In the following years, this alternation between symposia and workshops was kept, inviting local scientists to act as mentors whenever it was possible.

**Audience**

The initial target audience was ECAs *stricto sensu* – *i.e.*, post-graduate students and post-doctoral researchers – working on scientific questions relevant to astrobiology. Later, undergraduate-level students and space engineers progressively started to join the AbGradE events, too. Senior scientists have occasionally also attended the meetings, but the majority of experienced participants joined as invited keynote speakers (Fig. 1(a)).

People attending AbGradE symposia or workshops have a background in life sciences, space and planetary sciences, chemistry, etc. (Fig. 1(b)). Over the years, the background of the attendees became more diverse. The interdisciplinary interaction of the attendees could be useful to the ECAs to expand their horizons, to learn how to communicate science-related topics to other scientists, and how to disseminate scientific information to expert or non-expert audiences.

**Topics engaged**

The conferences’ main focus has indeed been primarily science, with the occasional engineering topic. However, in discussions with attendees, it was identified that AbGradE events could also serve as an ideal framework for escapades into topics that have not necessarily been covered in astrobiology meetings before. Therefore, an online mini-conference on *Space law and governance* was organized in May 2021, representing the first event focusing on the humanities side of astrobiology rather than the scientific one. This involvement of the wider space community undoubtedly offers a more holistic view in the effort of studying space.

The workshops, which have been only in-person so far, are usually about designing and proposing space missions. Besides these traditional workshops, AbGradE organized another one in 2019, focused on networking and general advice for students wishing to pursue a scientific career. Due to mobility restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic, AbGradE organized its first online symposium in
2020. In addition to contributed talks by ECAs, representatives of several research institutions from Europe and beyond presented their working groups and potential research directions, as well as career opportunities.

Science communication

By providing a relaxed environment – compared to the fast pace and intimidating atmosphere of many traditional conferences – to ECAs, the attendees are encouraged to present their research to a friendly audience of peers. This opportunity to practice their science communication skills may help them boost their confidence. To give participants some hints on how to improve their communication, two
dedicated presentations on this topic were also given by a scientific outreach communicator in 2018 and 2019.

Statistics
Even if the events attracted mostly Europeans and people working in Europe, for thematic and travel reasons, people coming from further away have also been welcome.

Details regarding the different events can be found in Table I. Without accounting for keynote speakers, the AbGradE events prior to the pandemic had an overall participation of 191 persons coming from 40 countries and working in institutions from 32 countries. With the virtual meetings held during the pandemic, the number of total participants expanded to 438, coming from 54 countries and working in 48 countries worldwide. The location origin of participants and of the institutions in which they work is displayed in Fig. 2.

Feedback
To improve the quality of the conferences and workshops, feedback questionnaires are always handed out to participants at the end of any event organized. If time allows, a live feedback discussion is also organized with the participants. They help to highlight what parts of the meeting could be improved and to identify what topics they would like to hear about in future meetings. These elements are taken into consideration, to the best of our ability, when organizing the following event.

Partnerships
Over the years different partnerships with other scientific organizations or working groups linked to astrobiology or space research were established. They are presented below.

**EANA**
As mentioned above, AbGradE was created by ECAs for ECAs as an offshoot of EANA. Consequently, the main symposia and workshops are always held the days preceding EANA to give an opportunity to the attendees to present their research a first time in a less intimidating environment.
and to socialize and network with other ECAs. The internal organization of AbGradE is separated from EANA’s, but AbGradE has a representative in the EANA committee. In 2021, AbGradE co-organized the EANA International Spring School on hydrothermal vents. As this school was a great success, further joint schools are envisaged.

**EAC and COST**

The first collaboration with an organization outside EANA happened in 2017. Still aimed for ECAs, this conference organized in Tartu, Estonia, was designed together with the European Astrobiology Campus (EAC) and the COST Action TD1308 *Origins and Evolution of Life on Earth and in the Universe* (Gargaud et al., 2018). The contribution of AbGradE to help build a European identity for
astrobiology is also mentioned in the COST Action White Paper on societal implications of astrobiology research in Europe (Capova et al., 2018).

**EAI**

A second collaboration was the co-organization – together with the EAI – of a workshop in Prague, Czechia, in 2019. Mimicking the events preceding EANA conferences, this workshop took place right before the EAI’s first general assembly. The presence of participants from the USA gave this workshop a transcontinental flavour and allowed for points of view different from European ones to be considered. Another workshop was scheduled for 2020 in La Palma (Canary Islands, Spain), following the same model. However, the COVID-19 pandemic caused it to be postponed several times. It is now planned for 2023, provided a physical meeting is possible by then. Further, the AbGradE committee has a representative seat at the EAI board of trustees.

**EPEC**

The joint 2020 workshop at La Palma mentioned above would have also seen a collaboration with EPEC. This workshop would have emphasized the astronomy and planetary science side of astrobiology. A similar event is currently being prepared and should take place in 2022.

**AbGradCon**

From the very beginning of AbGradE (Samuels et al., 2015), it was already considered having a joint meeting with AbGradCon. AbGradCon has similar aims and interests to AbGradE, but is traditionally organized in the USA. Representatives of AbGradE and AbGradCon have regularly attended each other’s meetings over the last couple of years. AbGradCon was also invited to give a keynote talk about the organization in the 2020 virtual meeting. Members of the AbGradE executive committee were invited to help with the abstract review process for AbGradCon 2020 in Japan (which was then shifted to an online meeting in September 2021).

**Online presence**

Having a proper online presence with information updated in a regular manner and providing the ECAs community with the latest news about upcoming meetings, job announcements and other opportunities, became one of the main tasks of AbGradE, besides the organization of the meetings. While AbGradE started to be active on the world wide web with only a subpage of the EANA homepage, it now operates its own website (https://abgrade.eu/), can be found on social media channels like Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/AbGradE/) and Twitter (https://twitter.com/abgradeurope), and regularly posts on professional networking pages like LinkedIn and ResearchGate.

**Website**

From the beginning, AbGradE has put continuous effort into developing a solid online presence. Following the growing independence of AbGradE, in March 2021 AbGradE ultimately migrated from its EANA corner to an independent website. The new website gives the AbGradE committee the possibility to act on a more dynamic platform, dedicated to help ECAs navigating the field of astrobiology. The website offers the opportunity to follow updates via an email subscription. Over the last couple of months, an average of over 600 monthly unique visits were counted. Like the former EANA-based homepage, the new one includes information about past and future events, the AbGradE committee, an overview on job openings for post-graduate and post-doctoral positions, and an overview about collaborating organizations and their events, etc. With the website now under
direct management by the AbGradE committee, it offers a more in-depth and regularly updated look at this organization and its activities.

Social media

The use of social media can highly impact the development of a network, providing a tool for quick and efficient communication. AbGradE is mainly active on Twitter and Facebook, with almost 800 followers on Twitter and more than 800 on Facebook (as of December 2021). The highest interest of the online followers can be seen in the age group 25–34 years. Before the launch of the new website, the social media channels were AbGradE’s main tool to announce the latest news, as the editorial access to the former homepage was often limited. For example, the Twitter account has been used to share live coverage from the events. Now having an AbGradE-administrated website, these platforms serve as an additional tool for the quick spread of information, running jointly with the updates on the website.

Newsletter

In 2021, AbGradE began sending out a quarterly newsletter, which can be easily subscribed to via the AbGradE website. The newsletter offers a snapshot of the information posted regularly on the website, namely upcoming events, job openings, and links to online resources such as seminars and educational tools. Each issue begins with a cover story highlighting an ECA along with a picture of their lab or field work, and encourages readers to send in their stories for future issues. A section of each issue is also dedicated to recent member publications, to keep each other up to date on our activities. The final page of the newsletter is open for more informal advertisements, such as popular science tools, science fiction literature recommendations, etc.

Receiving a quarterly newsletter provides a common thread for the network members, encouraging a sense of community during the lockdown-ridden time of the pandemic. Though the information can be looked up on the website individually by each member, reading it in a posted newsletter adds the feeling of a simultaneous, shared experience.

Adaptation to the COVID-19 pandemic

AbGradE committee members and followers constitute an international community, represented by scientific members of various organizations and universities. Due to our dynamic working routines, the ‘home office’ practices and digital communication tools have been part of our everyday life already before their global application during lock downs and travel restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, the pandemic has had a strong impact on our internal communication, organization of events and public outreach in various ways.

The committee members of AbGradE are mostly located in different European countries. Therefore, internal meetings have always taken place online and utilized several tools throughout the years. The need to not only reach each other, but also to record, store and exchange data, required the use of complete platforms (firstly Slack and eventually Microsoft Teams), already before lockdowns and travel restrictions. Since the outbreak of the pandemic, digital tools have been improved and globally established as a crucial working routine, therefore empowering the experience among AbGradE members and allowing the team to quickly adapt. On the other hand, residential and institutional differences have been an important factor to consider, since only a few of the developed digital platforms manage to be licensed and become recognized by official organizations.

Unlike AbGradE’s internal practices, the organized events have been strongly altered since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. In the past, exciting in-person events have maintained and expanded the AbGradE community for years. It has been challenging to ignite enthusiasm in front of a screen, instead of on a tour inside an aerospace centre or at a nerdy pub quiz. Therefore, in order to connect fellow researchers and guide them on their career development in the times of digital events, AbGradE
needed to be more creative to sustain efficient networking opportunities. To fill in this empty space of personal interactions, AbGradE’s attempts to enable scientific exchanges between ECAs have been concentrated on the communication tools, discussed above. Nevertheless, hosting online meetings has also had several advantages. The online events *Virtual AbGradE’20, Space Law and Governance ’21* and *Virtual AbGradE’21* have been the most attended AbGradE events with participants from more than 40 countries. In this way, the international online events of AbGradE have offered a valuable experience for early-career presenters around the globe and have created novel opportunities for intercontinental scientific exchange. In the recent past, AbGradE has successfully utilized not only various platforms for digital presentations (*e.g.*, Zoom and *GoToMeeting*), but also online tools for networking (*e.g.*, *Wonder*).

**Future**

In addition to what has already been accomplished, and besides the continuous improvements AbGradE aims to implement, there are still more plans for the future.

In the spirit of the ‘work from home’ attitude prevalent during the COVID-19 pandemic, AbGradE is working to provide more online resources and events. For example, AbGradE is planning to launch a working group using Microsoft Teams, with the aim of creating a space for ECAs to collaborate across the different fields of astrobiology. The space is intended for all who want to take part, but not for the internet at large, allowing for a small-scale, focused working group. It will also serve as a digital ‘home base’ for the AbGradE network.

Though the return of regular in-person symposia and workshops is anticipated in 2022, a separate area of online development is the organization of smaller virtual meetings dedicated to astrobiology-related topics, such as the 2021 meeting on space law and governance. Future mini conferences could deal, for example with the ethical, historical, philosophical or linguistic aspects of astrobiology. Complementary to those, future workshops could deal with issues related to research, such as career development and mental health at work.

Finally, AbGradE will continue raising awareness among ECAs about the work of the organization, through our usual events, but also by being involved with the organization of thematic schools, for example with EANA or the SFE (Société Française d’Exobiologie).

AbGradE is a dynamic organization run by ECAs, for ECAs, empowering students interested in astrobiology to realize they can pursue it as a career wholeheartedly. The organization is working not only to facilitate the ECAs’ first steps into the world of science with a ‘learning by doing’ attitude, it is also building the network of the next generation of astrobiologists. Astrobiology as a field needs to cultivate such a network in order to satisfy its interdisciplinary nature, explore new emergent topics in science, and promote the friendly exchange of knowledge between laboratories and groups spread around the world. Though the style of the meetings and topics engaged may vary depending on the interests of future committee members, AbGradE will always aim to be an enjoyable, educational and inspiring point of entry for the budding astrobiologist.
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